Safety and clinical activity of intratumoral MEDI9197 alone and in combination with durvalumab and/or palliative radiation therapy in patients with advanced solid tumors
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ABSTRACT

Background MEDI9197 is an intratumorally administered toll-like receptor 7 and 8 agonist. In mice, MEDI9197 modulated antitumor immune responses, inhibited tumor growth and increased survival. This first-time-in-human, phase 1 study evaluated MEDI9197 with or without the programmed cell death ligand-1 (PD-L1) inhibitor durvalumab and/or palliative radiation therapy (RT) for advanced solid tumors.

Patients and methods Eligible patients had at least one cutaneous, subcutaneous, or deep-seated lesion suitable for intratumoral (IT) injection. Dose escalation used a standard 3+3 design. Patients received IT MEDI9197 0.005–0.055 mg with or without RT (part 1), or IT MEDI9197 0.005 or 0.012 mg plus durvalumab 1500 mg intravenously with or without RT (part 3), in 4-week cycles. Primary endpoints were safety and tolerability. Secondary endpoints included pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, and objective response based on Response Evaluation Criteria for Solid Tumors version 1.1. Exploratory endpoints included tumor and peripheral biomarkers that correlate with biological activity or predict response.

Results From November 2015 to March 2018, part 1 enrolled 35 patients and part 3 enrolled 17 patients; five in part 1 and 2 in part 3 received RT. The maximum tolerated dose of MEDI9197 monotherapy was 0.037 mg, with dose-limiting toxicity (DLT) of cytokine release syndrome in two patients (one grade 3, one grade 4) and 0.012 mg in combination with durvalumab 1500 mg with DLT of MEDI9197-related hemorraghic shock in one patient (grade 5) following liver metastasis rupture after two cycles of MEDI9197. Across parts 1 and 3, the most frequent MEDI9197-related adverse events (AEs) of any grade were fever (56%), fatigue (31%), and nausea (21%). The most frequent MEDI9197-related grade ≥3 events were decreased lymphocytes (15%), neutrophils (10%), and white cell counts (10%). MEDI9197 increased tumoral CD8+ and PD-L1+ cells, inducing type 1 and 2 interferons and Th1 response. There were no objective clinical responses; 10 patients in part 1 and 3 patients in part 3 had stable disease ≥8 weeks.

Conclusion IT MEDI9197 was feasible for subcutaneous/ cutaneous lesions but AEs precluded its use in deep-seated lesions. Although no patients responded, MEDI9197 induced systemic and intratumoral immune activation, indicating potential value in combination regimens in other patient populations.

INTRODUCTION

Agonists of toll-like receptor 7 (TLR7) and TLR8 have shown clinical activity in a range of tumors.12 These antitumor effects are thought to result primarily from TLR7-mediated and TLR8-mediated recruitment and activation of myeloid and plasmacytoid dendritic cells, which drive increased antigen presentation and costimulation of CD8 T cells, natural killer (NK) cell activation, and regulatory T cell suppression to enhance tumor cell killing.3–9 However, systemic administration of TLR7 and TLR8 (TLR7/8) agonists may be associated with limiting toxicity such as cytokine release syndrome.10–17 This risk could be overcome using an intratumoral (IT) route of administration, while still promoting an immune response beyond the injected site (ie, an abscopal effect).18

MEDI9197 (formerly 3M-052) is a novel small molecule imidazoquinoline agonist of human TLR7/8, developed for IT administration. The chemical structure includes an 18-carbon chain lipid tail to minimize aqueous solubility, thereby reducing dissemination from the injection site and limiting systemic exposure and potential toxicity.19 In mouse models, IT MEDI9197 was retained in injected tumors with low systemic levels, inhibited tumor
growth in injected and uninjected lesions and increased survival. Treatment modulated the immune response by upregulating genes involved in innate and adaptive immunity, increasing tumor infiltrating CD8+ cells and reducing tumor infiltrating CD4+ T cells. In vitro, MEDI9197 enhanced the cytotoxic activity of NK cells and T cells by repolarizing macrophages and shifting immunity from a Th2 toward a Th1 phenotype.  

The ability of TLR agonists to stimulate innate and adaptive immunity may amplify the efficacy of other types of immunotherapy, specifically immune checkpoint inhibitors. Response to inhibitors of programmed cell death 1 (PD-1) or its ligand, programmed cell death ligand-1 (PD-L1), is associated with high levels of tumor infiltrating CD8+ T cells, which are activated by TLR7 agonists. Preclinical models suggest increased antitumor activity when TLR7/8 agonists are delivered with radiation therapy (RT), which releases increased antitumor activity when TLR7/8 agonists are administered per institutional guidelines to the injected lesion. Additional details are in online supplemental methods.

**TREATMENT**

**Part 1**

Patients in part 1 received only local therapy (MEDI9197 alone or with RT). MEDI9197 monotherapy was investigated using a 3+3 dose-escalation design at IT doses of 0.005–0.055 mg (with a starting dose of 0.037 mg) every 4 weeks (Q4W) in patients with cutaneous or subcutaneous lesions. The starting dose for patients with deep-seated lesions was 0.012 mg.

Some patients in the 0.012 mg and 0.037 mg cohorts received palliative stereotactic body RT (6 Gray (Gy)/fraction for 5 days), administered per institutional guidelines to the injected lesion. Additional details are in online supplemental methods.

**Part 3**

A 3+3 dose escalation design was also used to investigate MEDI9197 0.005 mg and 0.012 mg in combination with durvalumab 1500 mg intravenous Q4W. Durvalumab was administered on day 1 and MEDI9197 on day 3+2. Palliative RT (6 Gy/fraction for 5 days) to the injected lesion was permitted, starting on day 1.

In both parts, treatment continued until disease progression, unacceptable toxicity, administration of other anticancer therapy, or patient refusal.

**Study assessments**

Patients were monitored regularly for safety throughout the study by physical examination, ECG, assessment of blood hematology, clinical chemistry, urinalysis, and vital signs, and assessment of AEs which were graded according to the National Cancer Institute Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (NCI CTCAE) version 4.03. Disease was assessed at screening, including contrast-enhanced CT imaging of the chest and (in patients with melanoma, breast or lung cancer only) brain MRI or contrast-enhanced CT, then every 8 weeks for 32 weeks, and every 12 weeks thereafter until disease progression, start of new treatment or death. Injected cutaneous lesions assessable by physical examination were measured every week until week 7, at week 9, and every 4 weeks thereafter. Serial blood and tumor samples were collected for pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic analyses; full methodology is provided in online supplemental methods.

**PATIENTS AND METHODS**

**Study design**

This was a three-part, multicenter, open-label, phase 1 dose-escalation study. The first and third parts enrolled patients with solid tumors; the second part enrolled patients with early stage cutaneous T-cell lymphoma, but was closed early with only one patient recruited and is not described further here.

The primary endpoint was the safety and tolerability of MEDI9197 with or without palliative RT (part 1) or MEDI9197 in combination with durvalumab with or without palliative RT (part 3), as assessed by dose-limiting toxicities, other adverse events (AEs), and determination of the maximum tolerated dose (MTD). Secondary endpoints included pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, and objective response based on Response Evaluation Criteria for Solid Tumors (RECIST) version 1.1. Exploratory endpoints included tumor and peripheral biomarkers that may correlate with biologic activity or identify patients most likely to respond to treatment.

**Patients**

Eligible patients had locally advanced or metastatic solid tumors and had progressed on, were refractory to, or could not tolerate standard of care therapy, or had no standard treatment options. All patients had at least one cutaneous, subcutaneous, or deep-seated lesion measuring at least 1.5 cm in smallest diameter and at most 5.0 cm in longest diameter, suitable for IT injection. Patients were aged at least 18 years, with Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status 0 or 1, at least one measurable lesion per RECIST version 1.1, adequate organ function, and were not currently using immunosuppressive treatment (with the exception of inhaled, intranasal, intrarticular, and topical steroids). Prior immunotherapy was permitted provided that the last dose was given at least 100 days before starting MEDI9197 for regimens including an anti-CTLA-4 inhibitor, oncolytic virus, or oncolytic peptide, or at least 14 days before starting MEDI9197 for all other immunotherapy regimens (including PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors). Additional eligibility criteria are provided in online supplemental methods.
Statistical analysis

All analyses used the as-treated population, defined as all patients treated with any investigational product, unless otherwise specified. Data were summarized using descriptive statistics. Tumor response was estimated by simple proportions with CIs calculated using the binomial exact method. Statistical evaluation of translational data used a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for comparing peak blood cytokine levels, a repeated measures (mixed model) two-way ANOVA for longitudinal cytokine data, and Student’s t-tests for comparing blood or tumor gene expression at different time points. Statistics were performed using GraphPad Prism or R. P values below 0.05 were considered statistically significant for tumor assessments and adjusted p values (false discovery rate) <0.05 were considered statistically significant for whole blood assessments.

RESULTS

Between November 2015 and March 2018, 35 patients were enrolled in part 1 of the study; 30 received MEDI9197 monotherapy at doses of 0.005–0.055 mg, and 5 received MEDI9197 0.037 mg in combination with RT. Dosing was subcutaneous or cutaneous in 31 patients, and into a deep-seated lesion in 4 patients. Part 3 of the study enrolled 17 patients from June 2017 to February 2018. Fifteen patients received MEDI9197 0.005–0.012 mg (subcutaneous or cutaneous, n=9; deep-seated, n=6) combined with durvalumab, and two received a combination of MEDI9197 0.012 mg (both deep-seated), durvalumab and RT. Baseline demographics and clinical characteristics are shown by study part and by dose cohort in online supplemental tables S1 and S2. Treatment, tumor type and tumor location for each patient are shown in online supplemental table S3. Baseline demographics and clinical characteristics were similar in those who received palliative RT and those who did not. In parts 1 and 3, respectively, the median age of patients was 60 years (range 25–85) and 48 years (range 33–72). Patients were generally heavily pretreated; 32/52 (62%) had received ≥3 lines of systemic therapy.

In parts 1 and 3 of the study, respectively, 34 (97%) and 17 (100%) patients had an AE of any cause, with 24 (69%) and 11 (65%) patients experiencing grade ≥3 events of any cause. The rates of treatment-emergent AEs of any grade and those of grade ≥3 were generally similar across dose cohorts, even in patients who received RT. AEs related to MEDI9197 occurred in 28 (80%) and 16 (94%) patients from parts 1 and 3, respectively, and were grade ≥3 in 14 (40%) and 5 (29%) patients (table 1). Across both parts of the study, the most common MEDI9197-related AEs of any grade were fever (n=29; 56%), fatigue (n=16; 31%), and nausea (n=11; 21%), while the most frequent MEDI9197-related grade ≥3 AEs were decreases in lymphocyte count (n=8; 15%), neutrophil count (n=5; 10%), and white cell count (n=5; 10%).

In part 1, one patient each from the subcutaneous/cutaneous MEDI9197 0.037 mg and 0.055 mg cohorts had cytokine release syndrome (grade 3 and grade 4, respectively), which was dose-limiting in each case. Both patients recovered. The patient with grade 3 cytokine release syndrome missed the second dose of MEDI9197, but subsequently received more than 10 injections at a reduced dose of 0.012 mg without further problems; MEDI9197 treatment was permanently discontinued in the patient with grade 4 cytokine release syndrome. A third patient enrolled in the subcutaneous/cutaneous MEDI9197 0.037 mg plus RT cohort had grade 2 cytokine release syndrome. The MTD for IT MEDI9197 monotherapy was accordingly determined to be 0.037 mg. No further AEs led to discontinuation of MEDI9197 in part 1, and there were no grade 5 AEs.

In part 3, 1 patient had a grade 5 AE. This 44-year-old man with anal squamous cell carcinoma received two cycles of MEDI9197 0.012 mg injected into a liver lesion plus durvalumab 1500 mg intravenous; the lesion measured 4.6 cm by 2.7 cm at the time of first injection. He developed sudden-onset, acute right upper quadrant pain on the fifth day of the second cycle, and had a fatal cardiac arrest the next day. An autopsy could not be performed. Images from ultrasound-guided injection on the second day of the second cycle showed a cystic appearance to the injected liver metastasis, which was in the subcapsular region of the liver and appeared to protrude through the liver contour (figure 1). The injected lesion measured 7.2 cm by 4.4 cm by ultrasound on the day of the second IT injection. The investigator concluded that the death was caused by hemorrhagic shock following rupture of the injected lesion and spontaneous rupture of the liver metastasis, related to MEDI9197 and the injection procedure. This event was considered dose-limiting, and MEDI9197 0.012 mg in combination with durvalumab 1500 mg was the maximum dose administered in part 3. No other AEs in this part of the study resulted in permanent discontinuation of MEDI9197.

Another representative patient is shown in online supplemental figure S1A–D. This patient also had metastatic anal squamous cell carcinoma and received MEDI9197 0.037 mg plus 24 Gy RT (4×6 Gy over 3 months). Necrotic changes in the externally visible tumor mass (particularly the injected lesion) suggested a delayed response to MEDI9197 augmented by RT that may have elicited local antitumor immunity.

AEs related to RT and durvalumab are summarized in online supplemental tables 4 and 5.

In patients receiving MEDI9197 monotherapy, peak plasma levels were less than approximately 100 pg/mL, being consistently below the lower limit of quantification in the majority of patients (online supplemental figure S2). Adding RT or durvalumab did not affect peak plasma levels of MEDI9197 (online supplemental figure S3).

Peripheral levels of interferon (IFN)–γ, CXCL10, and CXCL11 increased after the first MEDI9197
monotherapy injection, peaking 18–24 hours post-injection (figure 2A–F), as well as after the second injection (online supplemental figure S4); peak values were unaffected by combining RT or durvalumab with MEDI9197 (online supplemental figure S5). Analysis of whole blood microarray data across all monotherapy doses in subcutaneous or cutaneous lesions demonstrated significant changes in gene expression levels 24 hours (1429 upregulated and 2269 downregulated genes) and 1 week (557 upregulated and 201 downregulated genes) after injection (online supplemental figure S6 and table S6). Increases in Th1 and type 1 IFN gene expression signatures and a transient decrease in CD8A transcript and NK cell signature expression suggested trafficking of T and NK cells (online supplemental figure S7A–D). Similar effects were seen when MEDI9197 was administered in combination with durvalumab (online supplemental figure S7E–H).

Immunohistochemistry analysis of tumor tissue obtained pretreatment and on-treatment showed evidence of pharmacodynamic effects, with twofold more cells staining positive on-treatment for CD8 or PD-L1 in respectively 5/19 and 8/18 patients receiving MEDI9197 monotherapy (figure 2G–I), whereas CD8 or PD-L1 staining cells increased by more than twofold in the combined arm (5/19 and 6/18).

### Table 1 Treatment-emergent adverse events related to MEDI9197, by study part

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event, n (%)</th>
<th>Part 1 N=35</th>
<th>Part 3 N=17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Any grade</td>
<td>Grade 3–5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any event</td>
<td>28 (80)</td>
<td>14 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any event leading to discontinuation*</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any event leading to death</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Events occurring in ≥10% of patients in either study part‡

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Part 1 N=35</th>
<th>Part 3 N=17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fever</td>
<td>19 (54)</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue</td>
<td>10 (29)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nausea</td>
<td>6 (17)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphocyte count decreased</td>
<td>7 (20)</td>
<td>6 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headache</td>
<td>5 (14)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chills</td>
<td>7 (20)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutrophil count decreased</td>
<td>5 (14)</td>
<td>3 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthralgia</td>
<td>5 (14)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreased appetite</td>
<td>4 (11)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection site pain</td>
<td>5 (14)</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vomiting</td>
<td>4 (11)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White blood cell count decreased</td>
<td>6 (17)</td>
<td>5 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diarrhea</td>
<td>3 (9)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influenza-like illness</td>
<td>2 (6)</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Night sweats</td>
<td>3 (9)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myalgia</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proteinuria</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rash</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Includes adverse events leading to permanent discontinuation of MEDI9197, regardless of whether any other trial treatment was continued.
†Treatment-related adverse event leading to death was hemorrhagic shock in one patient from the deep-seated MEDI9197 0.012 mg + durvalumab 1500 mg cohort.
‡Adverse events are arranged in descending order of frequency across both study parts combined.

**Figure 1** Images from ultrasound-guided injection of MEDI9197 into liver metastases during cycle 1 (A) and cycle 2 (B) in a patient who died of hemorrhagic shock 4 days after receiving his second injection. Note the cystic appearance of the injected lesion (arrow) at cycle 2, day 2.
in 5/12 and 7/9 patients, respectively, receiving combination treatment (online supplemental figure S8). RNAseq analysis showed 284 significantly differentially expressed genes on-treatment across monotherapy patients with paired tumor biopsies (n=16), including increases in TLR7/8-downstream regulated genes and innate and adaptive immune activation signatures in a subset of patients (online supplemental figure S9 and table S6).

Across the study, there were no objective responses to treatment. In parts 1 and 3, respectively, 10 and 3 patients had stable disease ≥8 weeks, thus the disease control rates were 29% (95% CI 14.6 to 46.3) and 18% (95% CI 3.8 to 43.4). Best change in tumor size is...
shown in online supplemental figure S10 and change from baseline over time is shown in online supplemental figure S11.

**DISCUSSION**

MEDI9197 monotherapy was generally well tolerated within the dose range of 0.005–0.037 mg. The MTD was 0.037 mg Q4W, with cytokine release syndrome being dose-limiting. The combination of MEDI9197 with durvalumab 1500 mg was not fully evaluated; MEDI9197 dose escalation in part 3 was halted before reaching the planned maximum dose (0.037 mg), after the treatment-related death of a patient from hemorrhagic shock following injection of MEDI9197 0.012 mg into a hepatic lesion. The study was stopped early because of both lack of efficacy and safety concerns about IT injection into deep-seated lesions.

Across the study, most AEs were grade 1 or 2, and the safety profile including fever, chills, influenza-like illness and injection site pain, as well as cytokine release syndrome, was comparable to that of other TLR agonists and consistent with their ability to induce proinflammatory cytokines. The transient leukopenia observed in more than 10% of patients has also been previously reported with systemic imiquimod and topical resiquimod.

The local safety profile of MEDI9197 included infrequently observed complications such as swelling, pain, skin ulceration, and hemorrhage. In the patient who died of hemorrhagic shock, analysis indicated that the tumor was located in the subcapsular region of the liver, which exhibited a dramatic change in texture by ultrasound between cycle 1, day 1 and cycle 2, day 2. A similar local complication—long-lasting delayed skin ulceration—was observed in another patient after administration of MEDI9197+RT. While the safety profile has been acceptable for some immunotherapeutics administered IT in deep-seated lesions, others such as IT CD40 agonists have been associated with severe local AEs. This suggests that selection criteria should be more restrictive in future studies of TLR agonists when administered intratumorally in deep-seated lesions. The exact risk of hemorrhage and rupture is unknown; rupture of hepatic lesions is most common in hepatocellular carcinoma, but also occurs rarely in hepatic metastases from other primary tumor types. Reported risk factors include tumors protruding beyond the original liver contour, exophytic tumors/extrahepatic invasion, tumor size, tumor location within the liver, liver cirrhosis, and hypertension.

Systemic exposure to MEDI9197 was low at all doses evaluated; peak plasma levels of MEDI9197 were approximately 600-fold below the minimal effective concentration (59 ng/mL) that induced cytokines in vitro in human peripheral blood mononuclear cells, suggesting that IT MEDI9197 is largely retained in the tumor without extensive systemic dissemination. Nonetheless, pharmacodynamic studies showed rapid systemic and local effects of MEDI9197, consistent with its expected mechanism of action. Within the injected tumor, MEDI9197 boosted immune activity in a subset of patients, as indicated by increased numbers of CD8+ T cells and increased adaptive and immune gene signatures. Both type 1 and type 2 IFNs and a Th1 response were induced systemically, indicating activation of both plasmacytoid and conventional dendritic cells. Although these systemic effects suggest the potential for activity in non-injected tumors, no clinical activity was observed. It is possible that the cytokine peaks seen in peripheral blood after IT MEDI9197 injection originated from the tumor rather than representing a systemic response to MEDI9197. Although clinical cytokine release syndrome was reported, we did not see increases in circulating interleukin 6 or tumor necrosis factor-α, which are typically associated with this syndrome. Possible explanations for this include not testing for cytokines at the appropriate time, or that the clinical symptoms reported in the three affected patients were not related to systemic cytokine increase; the exact mechanism triggering those events remains unclear.

Overall, IT MEDI9197 administration in patients with advanced solid tumors, alone or in combination with durvalumab, appeared feasible for subcutaneous/cutaneous lesions but challenging for deep-seated lesions because of the occurrence of one treatment-related death due to hemorrhagic shock after liver metastasis injections. Although no tumor response was observed, MEDI9197 induced local and systemic immune activation, indicating potential value in combination with other drug classes. The absence of synergy between MEDI9197 and durvalumab in patients, as opposed to the synergy observed in preclinical models, is currently unexplained.
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